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AIDS Institute’s Mission

The AIDS Institute is committed to eliminating new infections,
improving the health and well-being of persons living with HIV,
AIDS, sexually transmitted diseases and viral hepatitis, and
improving LGBT and drug user health.



Digital Health Initiative 
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The AIDS Institute’s Digital Health Initiative develops, researches, and implements 
technology-based interventions to impact AIDS Institute healthcare goals. Since 
2010, in conjunction with federal and other partners, the AIDS Institute’s Digital 
Health Initiative has sponsored a range of activities for funded community 
organizations, clinicians, and AI staff, including conferences, workshops, 
presentations, strategic planning, and other initiatives.

WHAT WE DO:
• Deliver Evidence Based Presentations
• Provide Social Media Health and Technology Guidance
• Develop Planning Strategies 
• Implement and Evaluate Digital Interventions 
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YGetIt? Overview 



The New York State Department of Health AIDS Institute (NYS DOH AI) is one of ten demonstration sites
awarded a HRSA SPNS Grant to create a social media intervention to engage HIV positive youth and young
adults in the HIV care continuum. NYS DOH AI partnered with multiple stakeholders to create the YGetIt?
Project. The primary aim of the YGetIt? Project is to facilitate the timely entry of young people (ages 18-34)
into HIV care, the prevention of vulnerable youth from dropping out of care, and achievement of sustained
viral load suppression among those in care. YGetIt? is comprised of a mobile application--developed in
collaboration with Mt. Sinai App Lab—and Peer Engagement Education Professionals (PEEPs) placed
Northwell Health’s CART program.
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@ygetit

Search“Tested”

www.ygetit.org



Tested features a 
diverse cast of 

characters affected by 
HIV, HCV, Substance 

Use Disorder and 
related issues.

It is designed for 
digital consumption and 

is available 
on Instagram, 

Facebook, online comic 
forums and has a 

public facing website.

@ygetit

Search“Tested”

www.ygetit.org



Tested: COVID-19 
Special

The Digital Health Initiative created a series of short comic vignettes 
addressing various experiences related to COVID 19. Each comic links 
viewers to resources and information from credible sources (NYSDOH, 

CDC, etc). @ygetit

Search“Tested”

www.ygetit.org



Tested: PRIDE Special

This series of short comic vignettes engages and 
educates viewers about COVID 19’s on the LGBTQAI+ 

community. Each comic links viewers to resources and 
information from credible sources (NYSDOH, CDC, etc).

@ygetit

Search“Tested”

www.ygetit.org



Tested: Educational Model 
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Where
• Hamline University’s Public Health 

Sciences Introduction to Public Health, St. 
Paul, MN

What
• Tested centered curriculum/module for 

undergraduate students
How
• Two week module
• Key public health topics from a critical 

public health lens
• Supplemental readings + assignments
• Guest Speaker from community 

organization
• Multiple Q&A discussions with NYS DOH AI.
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Tested: Educational Model 
Why take this opportunity on?
• The content is rich, robust, and engaging
• Students in Public Health at HU are the target audience
• Recent work demonstrates the effectiveness of engaged experiential 

learning and research opportunities (Gardner, Ronzion, & Snelling, 2018; Greece et al., 2018). 

• Collaboration with public health agencies is a proven effective way to 
connect students and faculty to real-world local public health problems (Neri 
et al., 2014; Greece et al., 2018).

• Previous positive experience collaborating with the Minnesota Department 
of Health 

• Susi Keefe and Michelle Gin, “Experiential Learning for Undergraduates in Public Health: Focus Groups and Community 
Outreach” Hmong Studies Journal 2020

• Susi Keefe, Abdullahi A. Abdulle, Kim Holzer, Bettina B. Schneider, Michael Xiong, "Hmong College Student Perceptions 
and Experiences with Mercury Containing Skin Lightening Products in St. Paul Minnesota." Hmong Studies Journal 19(2): 
1-34. 
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Tested: Educational Model 
Hamline University: Educational Values/Mission

• Hamline is a Small Urban Private Liberal Arts College in St. Paul, MN

• At Hamline, our mission is to create a diverse and collaborative community 

of learners dedicated to the development of students' knowledge, values, 

and skills for successful lives of leadership, scholarship, and service.

• ~2000 undergraduate students

• The student body is becoming increasingly diverse with more students 
enrolling from historically underrepresented backgrounds, 

• including students of color (28% of first-year students in 2011 versus 
42% in 2017)

• first-generation students (20% of first-year students in 2011 vs 46% 
in 2017)
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Tested: Educational Model 

Introduction to Public Health

Learning Objectives
• Describe the purpose and scope of the field of public health.

• Define, analyze, and explain why health equity is a vital thread and 
component of contemporary public health.

• Define the core functions of public health and how they can be applied 
to current public health issues.
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Tested: Educational Model 

Introduction to Public Health
Students in the course:
• 36 students
• Majority First years and sophomores (18-20 years 

old)
• 26 out of 36 students of color
• 32 out of 36 student identify as female
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Tested: Educational Model 

Developed a special two week module to support 
Tested curriculum
• Readings Comics + Public Health, Equity + LGBTQIA+

• Assignments Public Health Topic Audits for each Season 

• List all topics related to public health you can find (text 
AND visual)

• In class Discussions Visual Thinking Strategies

• Q&A with NYSDOH asking the creators about 
intentions, process, and goals
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Tested: Educational Model 

Visual Thinking Strategies: Students instructed to find a single 
frame from an episode. 

1. What’s going on in this piece?
2. What do you see that makes you think that?
3. What more can we find?
4. How does this make you feel?

Student Engagement:
1. They’re taking the bus on the way to tell off Kendra’s ex  

and having a conversation about HIV, stigma, and stats 
2. The train, train seats, the words
3. Understanding, stigma reduction, role of community 
4. Gay and transgender people all talk to each other, but 

straight black women experience social  isolation  
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Tested: Educational Model 
Introduction to Public Health: Tested Curriculum
Day 1:
• Read Tested Season 1
• Read “Prioritizing Health Equity: Patient Perspectives from a Clinic-Based PhotoVoice   

Qualitative Study”, Susi Keefe, Raie Gessesse, Emily Lincoln, Kyle Meerkins, and Taylor Evans

• Guest Lecture from Community Partner JustUsHealth on LGBTIA+ 
Health & Aging and HIV/AIDS

• Public Health “Topic Audit” of Season 1

Day 2
• Read Season 2 and perform “Topic Audit”
• Read “Are Comic Books Appropriate Health Education Formats to Offer Adult Patients?”, 

Commentary by Gary Ashwal, MA, and Alex Thomas, MD, AMA Journal of Ethics® February 
2018
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Tested: Educational Model 
Introduction to Public Health: Tested Timeline
Day 3:
• Read Tested Season 3-4 and perform ”Topic Audit”
• Read “Graphic Pathographies and the Ethical Practice of Person-Centered 

Medicine” 2018, Kimberly R. Myers, MA, PhD and Michael D.F. Goldenberg, 
MA

Day 4
• Read “Using Comics to Communicate About Health: An Introduction to the 

Symposium on Visual Narratives and Graphic Medicine” Andy J. King, 2017
• Q&A with NYSDOH Tested creators via Skype, post 

question/comment ahead of time. 
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Tested: Educational Model 

• Students complete a 5-page health equity research paper 
on a topic of their choice

• The research paper is the basis for a group project “Public 
Health Outreach”

• Students have a choice of designing: 

1) an infographic, or 

2) a comic 

• Goal is to learn to communicate about health equity topic to a 
public audience. 
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Tested: Educational Model 

Example Student Comic
• Students all wrote papers on Teen Pregnancy or Toxic 

Masculinity

• Group chose to write two episodes

• Title of Comic: Toxic: A She said / He said comic about 
teen pregnancy. 

• Comic explores teen pregnancy experience(s), issues, 
concerns from a young woman and a young man’s 
perspective



Tested: Educational Model 
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Tested: Educational Model 
• Students demonstrated serious interest in the comic 

during the two week module and beyond.

• Students participated in robust and engaged 
discussion with the comic. 

• Student Topic Audits demonstrated connection with 
numerous topics the comic intended to connect 
readers with. 

• Visual Thinking Strategies helped students to 
understand the power comics have for learning and 
outreach. 



Survey

Students: 

• connected individually with many of the characters in Tested

• were able to follow the comic, (some found the fact that each 
season is a different topic/content/characters to be frustrating)

• 58.8% would like to know what happens next with Tested

• 70.6% would recommend Tested to other students

• 82.4% thought Tested is a good way to start conversations about 
health, intersectionality, and related social issues. 

• 76.5% thought Tested helped them to understand HIV and related 
issues better.
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Student Survey



Survey

• Tested provides an engaging, relatable, and contemporary 
opportunity to learn about critical public health and social 
justice topics impacting students in a medium they are 
comfortable with.

• Students benefit from direct access to public health 
professionals and real world examples and issues.
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Conclusion


